THE NEXT OF LEVEL IPAD® CHARGING & MOUNTING

PORTER LUXE is the premium wireless charging and mounting system for iPad designed for charging on table-top or on-wall. With its minimalist design and premium finishes, PORTER LUXE blends iPad into the design of any space.

- **PORTRAIT & LANDSCAPE**
  - Dock & charge iPad wirelessly in portrait or landscape, on a table or wall

- **REFINED AESTHETICS**
  - Precision machined aluminum components for refined and minimalist aesthetic

- **SECURE MOUNT**
  - Optional security feature locks case and base to any solid surface

TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH PORTER AT WORK

Business is driven by Apps. iPad Deployments have become a necessity. The optimal solution for iPad deployments in business is the combination of the iPad, applications, and the method to hold, charge, and protect the device.

PORTER products complete iPad, ensuring it is always charged, protected, and accessible... wherever the road may take it.

THE SYSTEM

Lobby / Guest Check-In

Conference Room Control

In Room

IPORT LUXE AT HOME

IPORT LUXE creates a home for your iPad so you always know where it is, keeping it always charged and protected. With its minimalistic design and premium finishes, IPORT LUXE will blend in with the design of your space.